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What on earth is a "zine"?
A “zine”, short for “magazine”, is a selfpublished literary and/or artistic work
work, often created by an individual or
group of people to make art, spread
awareness of specific issues, and elevate
marginalized voices.
In the LGBTQIA+ communities, zines have
historically been an important method of
building community, and exploring topics like
gender expression and identity.
To “queer” physics education is to
deconstruct societal and cultural norms of
what it means to teach, study, and do
physics in order to imagine a future free
of barriers to entry, gatekeeping, and
structural violence. For PERC 2022, we
wanted to provide a number of alternate
methods of disseminating information
in line with this year’s theme.
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PERC SCHEDULE
Wed July 13
Bridging Plenaries

3:00-4:30

Kari Dockendorff
Luis Antonio Leyva,
Nicollette Mitchell, Taylor
McNeill, & Gary White

4:30-5:30

Parallel I:
Workshops in
Queering PER

5:35-5:45

BREAK TIME

5:45-6:30

Posters I

6:30-8:30

Dine-n-Discuss

8:00-10:00

Social: Variety Show
& Fundraiser for
Joule's Molly House

PERC SCHEDULE
THURS July 14
8:00-9:30

Parallel II

9:30-11:00

Posters II

11:00-12:30

Parallel III
Lunch Plenaries

12:30-2:00

Shanna Katz Kattari
Luis Antonio Leyva

2:00-3:30

Posters III

3:30-4:00

Closing Session

Meet our Plenary Speakers!

In alignment with her passion for global and
institutional climate change, Nicollette is a member of
the PRISM research team at Vanderbilt University.
She has an acute focus on the systemic factors that
influence the retention and persistence of historically
marginalized and underserved people in higher
education.

Dr. Leyva’s research examines narratives of oppression and agency
among undergraduate students from historically marginalized groups to
uncover interlocking functions of antiblack racism, white supremacy,
and cisheteropatriarchy across STEM educational contexts. He was
distinguished with the 2022 LGBTQ+ Educator of the Year Award
from Out of Innovate and the 2020 Postdoctoral Fellowship from
the National Academy of Education and Spencer Foundation.

Taylor McNeill is a doctoral student that researches
postsecondary math faculty engagement in equityoriented practices. In their free time they enjoy long
distance running, power yoga, and baking/excessively
consuming fancy cookies to fuel such activities. More
generally, they live to actualize their personal politics
of embodied trans joy.

Gary's current research interests
rolling marbles on curved spandex
surfaces, and rolling unfair dice on
flat, non-spandex surfaces.

When not doing gender research,
Kari can be found chasing their 3
year-old around, as well as
playing in the mountains either hiking, skiing, or biking.

Shanna Kattari is also a cat mum along
with their two partners to four rescued
cats and a rescued pit bull who thinks she
is a cat. In their spare time (what?!), they
enjoy reading murder mysteries, inclusive
speculative fiction, gardening, cooking, and
queering the fuck out of the Academy.
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SOME NEARBY RESTAURANTS
Name

Distance
(mi)

Food Type

Price

Accessibility

Seating

Notes

Burger
Theory

0.3

American, local
beer

$$

Wheelchair accessible
entrance and parking

Indooronly

Inside a hotel

Butcher's
Union

0.7

Meat-centric,
whiskey bar

$$

Wheelchair accessible
Outdoor
entrance, parking,
available
restroom

Accepts reservations,
Good for groups

Roam by San
Chez

0.1

Global, Vegetarian
options, Organic
dishes

$$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance and parking available

Woman-owned, LGBTQ+
Friendly, Staff asked to wear
masks, Accepts reservations

Bistro Bella
Vita

0.4

Mediterranean,
Vegetarian options,
Organic dishes

$$

Wheelchair accessible
Outdoor
entrance, parking,
available
restroom

Accepts reservations,
LGBTQ+ friendly, Staff asked
to wear masks

Z's Bar and
Restaurant

0.1

American

$$

Wheelchair accessible
Outdoor
entrance, parking,
available
restroom, elevator

LGBTQ+ Friendly, Accepts
reservations

Tulepo
Honey

0.1

Southern American

$$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance
available

Accepts reservations,
Reservations recommended

Uccello's
Ristorante

0.1

Italian

$$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance and parking available

Accepts reservations,
LGBTQ+ friendly, Womanowned

Brick and
Porter

0.3

Pub food

$$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance and parking available

Accepts reservations,
LGBTQ+ friendly

Founders
Brewing

0.6

Pub food

$-$$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance
available

Extremely popular

Vito's Pizza

0.8

Pizza

$

Wheelchair accessible Outdoor
entrance and parking available

Open late

Gita Pita Jefferson Av.

0.5

Mediterranean,
Vegan options,
Halal

$

Wheelchair accessible
entrance and parking

QUEERFRIENDLY
PLACES*

QUEERFRIENDLY*
(AND OWNED)kids' books!
coffee
with
hammocks

local orgs
to support!
comics, manga,
dice, games

gifts clothes & art
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microbrewery and
scratch food
(in an old chapel)

Indooronly

*ACCORDING TO SOME QUEER GRAND RAPIDS FOLKS

Betty J
Darius Colquitt
Gleason

Money raised from
Wednesday night's variety
show donations and silent
auction will benefit Joule's
Molly House.

Kaira Williams
Sydney Smith
Velma Violet

an electrically charged
queer, sober space

Joule’s is committed to providing a safe, fun venue
for LGBTQIA+ youth and a safe space for those
community members who are in recovery or struggling
with addiction. We will provide an opportunity for the
next generation of queers to meet each other,
practice the performing arts, and create healthy
habits around social gatherings.
A dancefloor without the pressures of alcohol and a
wildly accepted drinking culture that exists in both the
queer and heteronormative society.

"Joule" for energy!
(you should know
that one)
“Molly House”: a bar
that was frequented
by drag queens and
other queer/gay
members of society in
the 18th century.

Joule's Molly House has been doing
pop-up entertainment events to
fundraise towards a permanent,
brick and mortar location that can
be a needed alcohol-free space for
queer folks in Grand Rapids. The
PERQ organizers have been working
with JMH's Queen Mother, Bux, to
bring this show you to!

WHY I’M LEAVING PHYSICS
(an excerpt)
Leo Steinmetz
Content warnings: Mentions of sexual harassment, mental illness,
racism; lots of assholes and lots of swearing
Today, July 15th, 2019, is my last day as an Assistant Specialist in
the Physics department at UC Berkeley. I’ve been making my living as
a physicist for four years now, and I’ve been in physics community
for six. I have many reasons for leaving that job, and for leaving
the physics community in general. Some of these reasons have to do
with what I’m going to do next (pursue a master’s degree in public
policy), but my main reason for quitting my job and changing careers
is that I’ve grown to hate many aspects of physics and I’m desperate
to leave.
I spent the last few months feeling guilty about my negativity
towards physics and about my choice to change careers. My experience
with physics was in many ways the best it could have been. I started
doing research with a prestigious group my sophomore year, I was
paid by my lab junior year, I built good relationships with
professors, I got good grades, I won awards and fellowships, I was
known by the department and by my peers, I was an activist, I had a
job lined up when I graduated. I say this not to brag but to
contextualize my feelings of failure.
Because, even though I know I shouldn’t, I do feel like a failure.
Many of my amazing peers are continuing, are doing PhDs in physics,
are putting in the work to make physics less awful while becoming
brilliant researchers and mentors. I feel immense love and respect
for my friends who are continuing to do physics. And I feel like I
should have been able to do that too. I should have done what they
(you?) did, and taken the hard moments, and buckled up, and kept
going. I shouldn’t have let myself fall through the cracks.

Those feelings don’t actually have any basis in my reality. I never
wanted to be a physicist; through my entire undergraduate degree I
made a series of increasingly extreme attempts to depart from what I
considered to be the physicist track. I didn’t fall through the
cracks so much as deliberately dig a tunnel out. And yet, somehow,
at the actual moment of leaving physics for another career, I feel
regret, confusion, disappointment, failure. I feel like I took
opportunities—fellowships, relationships with faculty, research
jobs, good grades in curved classes—that shouldn’t have been
squandered on someone like me, someone who would be too weak to
continue. I feel like I wasted space.

And then there’s the but-ifs. But if I had been in a different lab, I
might have felt different, so I should keep trying to find a lab that
I enjoy. But if I had continued my activism after I graduated; but if
I had demanded better treatment; but if I had spoken up that one time
or that other time… I think to myself, “If things had been different
I might be staying, and so I should stay, because I might have
stayed; if I don’t I’m a failure because I don’t have the strength to
make things how they might have been.” That doesn’t make any sense,
of course. I know my choice is right, I know I have no interest in
pursuing a physics PhD, and somehow still...
I don’t want to feel false regrets and unfounded guilt, and one of
the easiest ways to convince myself that I haven’t failed physics is
to talk about how physics has failed me, and how it has failed so
many of my friends and colleagues. I want to talk about the things I
hate about physics, things that have made me decide to leave STEM
entirely (at least for now, I won’t claim I won’t change trajectories
again). For my entire life I’ve thought my career would be in science
or engineering. Now, maybe it won’t. In fact, at this point in time,
I desperately hope it won’t.
I want to say, no, I’m not a failure; my reasons for leaving are
legitimate, and my decision to leave doesn’t make me weaker than
those who stayed, those who are working to fix those problems. It
just makes me different, with different priorities. And so, to make
that point, I’m going to complain.
I’m going to complain about the following aspects of physics which I,
from my six years in a physics department, five years in research,
and four years making my living as a researcher, think make physics
horrible for many people, or at least made things horrible for me and
the people around me.
I’ll talk about:
Professors, responsibilities, and power
Funding and careers
Gatekeeping
Discrimination
Value systems
Assholes

see the rest at:
https://tinyurl.com/WhyImLeavingPhysics

The A Is Not For Ally

Madison Fitzgerald-Russell (She/they, aroace)
With thanks and love to my aspec friends,
May we all find peace in who we are 💜
There is a whole galaxy
Hidden in one letter
A community made up
Of brilliant star dust
Living & learning & loving
A place of love & trust & welcome
There is a wealth of dark matter
Coalescing around one letter
Invisible, pressing down on us
Pushing us out of our orbits
Not gay enough, not straight enough
Seeking a great crunch to leave us behind

There's a universe of love
Pouring from one letter
We have to burst into flame to love who we are
We have to supernova to love who we could be
We protect & value & fight for
Our place in the cosmos
There's a multiverse
Tucked into one letter
Unique identities & experiences
A billion facets of perception & feeling
Splitting attraction in more ways than atoms
Stringing a community through reality itself
There is a growing nebula
Brought to life by one letter
Twinkling stars in the dark
Expanding endlessly into the night
To make room for all our love
To make room for who we are
There is a vast symphony of planets
Orbiting in concert around one letter
All different colors, sizes, and terrains
An unyielding force of love & acceptance
Echoing our song on repeat
"We are all valid"
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Myths and Realities of Being Bi
Myth

...but bi
means two!

Bisexuality reinforces
gender binaries and is
inherently transphobic....
...so pansexuality is
more inclusive than
bisexuality.

Reality

Many people use “bi" to mean that
they feel attraction to people of their
same and different genders (i.e. two).
Gender may affect their attraction.
This is still inclusive
of nonbinary folks!
Lots of nonbinary
people are also bi.

Many people use "pan"
when they feel attraction to people,
regardless of their gender, and gender
may not affect their attraction.
Some people use bi and pan
interchangeably, and some don't.
Everyone decides what feels best for
themselves, and it's all great!

Asexual people
can't be bi.

Bisexuality is the sexual attraction to
people of the same and different
genders, while
biromanticism is the romantic
attraction to people of
the same and different genders.
Romantic and sexual attraction are
different in nature, but neither is
more or less "bi."

Myths

Reality

People can't be bi if they haven't been
with someone of the same gender.

Bi people are
always bi!
Behavior does not
define identity.

Bi people are gay when they date
people of the same gender and
straight when the date someone of
another gender.
Identifying as bi is just
a cover for being "actually gay"
a way to seem special when you're
"actually straight"
a temporary stopgap between
being straight and gay
Bi people are
attracted to
everyone all the time.
They're greedy,
promiscuous, and
disloyal.

Being bi is a coherent,
deeply-held identity in
and of itself.

(though folks' identities can evolve, and that’s OK!)

Just like Bi people have ranges
everyone else... of attractions &
relationships.

Bi people have it easier
because they can "pass" as
straight.
(they don't really get to
claim being queer.)

--see ya
Here are some silly bi stereotypes that are less
frustrating (but still don't take them too seriously)

Some bi people are monogamous,
and some are polyamorous.
Some have a lot of sex, and some don't.

It's not a competition.
Being bi is a different lived
experience, with some affordances
and some similar & unique challenges.
I worked hard to
to accept who I am and love being queer
and in queer community, but should I not
mention that I'm bi?
should I correct my co-workers?
should I correct my doctor?
where do I fit?

see ya--

Thanks for reading!

Ben P.

Brianne G.

Madison F-R

inafa'maolek

Is a CHamoru word & a CHamoru value.
It is to be in relationship with taotao,
with i tåsi, with i tano, & with
our taotaomo'na
inafa'maolek is when go to
your friends house and there's
a plate of food waiting
it is the moment you stop
on the walk to your office
to look at the sprouting
tulips in the Spring.
it's bringing your miniature
Texas shaped waffle maker to
a conference so your friends
can experience its wonder
It's telling your friend your gender is
"a hobbit living next to a lake and
baking bread (which is odd because
hobbits historically cannot swim.)"

As a practice, inafa'maolek guides
my days.
It asks me to share myself with
people
And I know that in doing so I give
honor and love to those who came
before me
those who are with me now
and those who will be here after.
guides my
research
I do this work not for myself
Or for my department
I do it for my ancestors
My land and my ocean
For the roots of the elders
that hum beneath the
ground
connecting us all as one.
inafa'maolek

xandria r quichocho

nonbinary transmasc. (they/he)
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Ben Pollard
(he/him) is
su per good
at the
ba ssoon!

Yasmeen (they/them)
has
deep expertise in
The Witcher.

Brianne Gutmann (she/her)
loves knitting, cheesy sci-fi,
and her orange cats.

Kelby Hahn (they/she)
loves rock climbing, rugby,
and board games.

Madison Fitzgerald-Russell
(she/they) loves horror audio
drama podcasts.

Sara Mueller (she/they) starts
too many hobbies and takes her
dogs to the dog park.

Mike Vignal (he/him) is a cat
and game enthusiast, and
periodically an avid reader.
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